
 

 

Chillerton & Gatcombe  
Community Association 

 

Committee Meeting 

 
                                                                          17th February 2022 at 7pm 

At The Gallybagger 

 
               

Minutes  
 

     Attending 
        Ian Poulter(IP)Chair 
        Nigel Phillips (NP) Treasurer  
        Peter Whiteman (PW) vice Chair 
        Zoe Wardrop (ZW) 
        Gill Phillips(GP) Secretary 
         

1. Apologies  
      no apologies 
 
2. Minutes and Matters arising from meeting 9/12/21 

 
Trees 
Ian has dug the hole for the Platinum Jubilee tree to go in. Debs and Simon Goodenough will now 
plant. 
The Christmas tree still looks alive but unlikely to root. Once the ground dries out it is likely to die off. 
We will then replace. Sally Cardew has asked that the tree be dedicate to Jean Garrett who recently 
passed and was a lifelong villager. She will be collecting some donations towards it. Agreed to 
dedication. 

 
3. Treasurer’s Report  

Nigel reported not too bad all things considered.  A profit on the bar because we were drinking what 
we had bought for Christmas. The biggest expense this month was the £525 for our share of the 
defibrillator. Income from hires bouncing back to £73. We will be paying more for drinks stock in Feb 
We have received further grants for the closure period due to covid which will offset our December 
losses for our events.           
        

4. New Items general 
Scarecrow festival 
Village delivery team and committee members have been out with a form to collect information about 
who will make a Scarecrow and to see what support we have for cake making and help serving teas 
and cakes. This is going well we are still waiting for a few to come back. Once we have these they will 
be put onto a chart so we can start to make a rota, decide on cake purchase where needed, and plot 
on a map where the scarecrows will be and see where there my be gaps. Action GP.  
The existing signs have been located in Jill Luscombe’s shed and are still in good condition with some 
refreshing to be done. Zoe said she will work her way through these and get them repainted where 



 

 

needed. Action ZW. Hannah Delannoy Jill’s niece has agreed we can keep the signs in there currently. 
Long term we will have to look at alternative storage. 
GP has suggested approaching Graces Bakery to see if we can either buy late stock or get some 
donations from them. Action GP 
 GP has suggested we have proper banners made to put on the fence of the Village Hall and the Gally 
bagger from the end of March so people can see the dates it will be on. It was also agreed to have 
ones done for the Folk Night and the Quiz at the same time. Jill Webster has already done a design for 
the Main poster and the banners. These have been agreed. Action GP 

             Platinum Jubilee 
Following a meeting called by the Parish Council the CGCA will be involved with them the        
horticultural society , St Olaves and the Village fare team for an event on Sunday 5th June on the Village 
green. It will be for 2 hours and will be a cream tea. Horticulture Soc to provide tent games and chairs 
&trestles, we will be sending out flyers in the Church Easter card drop asking for numbers so we can 
plan the event further. CGCA agreed to fund the printing of the flyers that have already been done and 
approved by Jill Webster. Action GP 
Quiz 
Went well. Richard Bartlett had asked last year if he could do one. He will be asked if he would like to 
do the March or April one. Action NP 
Jumble Sale 
Zoe would like to organise a Jumble sale in the Village Hall. Agreed for Saturday 9th April 2-4. Only 
clothes and bric-a-brac no electricals or books. Zoe will ask Jill Webster to do an advert poster for 
donations and to go on Facebook. Zoe said she can store at her house to start with Gill happy to help 
on the day and collect jumble. Don’t have any storage at home but we could put in village hall roof 
space if needed. Action ZW 

 
5. Maintenance and Refurbishment.  

Lighting Village Hall and Gallybagger 
Frank has sorted the porch light at the Village Hall and is working on the path light. Overhead bar light 
still on order. Strip light in the ceiling to be replaced by Frank as its flickering Action PW 
Garden wall at Gallybagger 
This will be painted once weather improves ACTION IP 
Fire Door/Security 
PW has adjusted the second bolt to the fire door to make it more secure when we are closed. When 
the door is shut volunteers need to ensure that the door bar has clicked in by giving the door a push. 
Nigel will ensure all volunteers are shown  or told this. Action NP 
Roof 
Bradings have been out and replaced missing tile but another 2 have now slipped. Bradings to be 
asked to come again. Concern expressed about coming storms and the roof standing up to it. Agreed 
to get 3 quotes for the replacement to consider. Action PW 
Ladies toilet seat 

             Peter is looking to get an alternative fitting. Action PW 
             Clock and Phone 
             Both need replacing. Clock was donated by Dave Attridge and will be returned to him.  
             Agreed to replace. Action GP 
             Bin store 
             Agreed it will be cheaper to buy through Wayfair site as costs are good. Peter to select and send to  
             Gill to order. Action PW and GP 
             Snooker Pay meter 
              It jams sometimes when new £1 coins are out in. There are some old £1 coins in under counter  
              till that can be exchanged for a new £1 if this happens. Peter to ask Frank to look at it. Action PW 



 

 

             Village Hall Steps 
Quote for £466 from Colin Phillips to even the steps and put a rail. Cost agreed due to health and 
safety issues. 

              Action PW to tell them to go ahead. 
              Pool Table. Still having some problems with ball jamming one end. Ian will contact Rocket Ronnie  
              and see if he can do maintenance on it. Action IP 
              Damp in the Village Hall Kitchen 
              Needs looking at again as its getting worse Action PW 
 Village Hall Fence 
 Maintenance needs to be considered in the future. 
 

6. Bar Stocking 
There have been some issues with some items running out. Every effort is made to order each week 
for up and coming events and to make sure we have the drinks that are regularly drunk by everyone. 
The reorder is done on Monday morning and Island Ales can only deliver when they have the stock 
available but usually are able to deliver that afternoon. What must be appreciated is we are not a large 
pub chain who have the funds and storage space to ensure that the most drunk brands never run out. 
If you went to any pub on the Island they could have potentially run out of any one item, and you 
would have to select something else. It is not legal to buy wines and spirits from a Supermarket but 
only an accredited wholesalers as this can lead to a £10,000 fine and loss of licence and it is not 
expected that Nigel drive round and collect stock as he also is a volunteer. Customers will be asked to 
complain to the committee and not to individual volunteers behind the bar as they have no control 
over stock, and we don’t want volunteers withdrawing their help and support as they are being 
subjected to abuse. 
Any best before sundries will be reduced until they are sold, and new stock is purchased. 

7. Bar Rota and Opening times 
Nigel is working on this and will be out soon. It was agreed we would continue to stay shut Fridays 
other than a Quiz night on Friday March 11th and review at next meeting. Action NP 

8. Bookings 
Existing bookings in place nothing else to report  

9. Health and Safety 
Risk Assessments Wight fire have done the Risk assessments.  They have said we need a Fire Logbook 
to record tests and extinguisher maintenance(Gill has purchased 2 of these) but we don’t have the 
actual assessments yet. Action PW to chase them up 
Gill has purchased a metal file box for both the Village Hall and The Gallybagger. This will contain the 
Fire Book, Accident book, COSHH sheets and any manuals for equipment so its all in one place. 
Defibrillator 
Storage cabinet has been ordered but is on a 12 week delay this will be fitted once it arrives. 
Covid-19 arrangements 
In view of the Government changes the Covid risk assessments will be reviewed. We will no longer be 
spraying furniture or pegging back doors for ventilation. We will retain hand sanitizer dispensers and 
wipes. Action GP 

10. Any other business. 
Role of Honour Gill suggested we could add Ian Murdock to our Village Role of Honour as he has been 
given a Queens honour in the new year’s honours list. He is a renowned International Eye surgeon who 
lived and was educated in Chillerton. Action GP to discuss with Lyn Murdock in the first Instance. 
Billiard Team 
Peter said that the Billiard Team are in the final for the Challenge cup and Peter has suggested that it is 
held at the Gallybagger. 
 



 

 

Microphone  
Peter has suggested that we buy a microphone for any performances and the folk club. Action PW to 
ask David Thorpe to look at this for us. 
Speakers  
Zoe to ask Dan to have a look at these for us to see if they can be linked to the ceiling speakers. 
 Action ZW 
 

11. Date of next scheduled meeting. 
 
Thursday 17th  March 7pm Gallybagger 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ian Poulter 
Chair 
17/3/22 
 


